
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Thrive Approach 

Part 2 Embracing Thrive Parent’s Guide 

How does it work? 

Appropriate for all children from birth to adulthood, The 

Thrive Approach draws on the latest research into brain 

science, child development theory and attachment theory. 

It helps us to understand how babies’ and children’s brains 

develop, and how parents, teachers and other 

professionals can best support this development by 

providing the best experiences for the children at each 

stage. 

Thrive also helps us to better understand the children’s 

needs being signalled by their behaviour. Sometimes 

children may struggle as a result of temporary setbacks or 

other, longer term changes in their lives such as a 

separation, a bereavement, a family illness or accident, or 

even the arrival of a new baby. They may signal their 

distress by becoming more withdrawn, or distant, or 

perhaps more challenging or disruptive, or even by trying 

too hard to please. If this happens we use Thrive to look 

beyond the behaviour to give these children the support 

they need to get back on track. Sometimes they only need 

a little extra support in class and sometimes they may need 

additional one-to-one time to help them along. 

Newsletter 2  

Spring 2021 

We are extremely excited that we have ‘Introduced Thrive into our Setting’ and now we are progressing into the 

next stage….  ‘We’ve Embraced Thrive in our Setting’. The Thrive Approach is embedded into our daily support 

for all the children. During the past term, the children have taken part in a range of activities to support their 

emotional and social development and help them to feel happy and secure, able to enjoy friendships, relate 

well to others and be ready and able to learn. During this lockdown we have also really enjoyed seeing your 

thrive activities from home on Seesaw. We look forward to welcoming, embracing and supporting your child’s 

transition back to school. 

Please enjoy using the Thrive Top Tips activities to support social emotional development at weekends, after 

school and during the Easter Holiday. 
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Year 3 have been focusing on being mindful. They have been looking at dream jars – decorating and filling 

them with their hopes and dreams. They have also enjoyed doing Cosmic Yoga and Go Noodle activities 

together. We have also been looking at mindful artwork – from creating scenes out of our clothes, to creating 

pictures of lighthouses. As part of Children’s Mental Health Week, they made and filled some mindful journals. 

‘We had lots of fun writing in whatever form we like: from writing to sketching to doodling patterns.’ It was a 

great success and showcased their different thoughts, feelings and personalities. They have also been working 

on feeling proud of their work and telling others why they are proud of their work. 

Year 4 have been reflecting on their wellbeing and taking time to focus on themselves. They have done lots of 
team work in sporting activities, emotions paintings and in collaborative colouring. During mental health week, 
we looked at our feelings and did a feelings alphabet before creating our own emojis! We also put clothes on 
that people feel themselves in and expresses who they are, as well as bringing a soft toy that they find 
comforting. At home children have been doing lots of creative things like colouring, painting and cooking! 

Year 5 have been working on nine-letter conundrum 

– beautiful! They have loved playing Task Master 

where the children were asked to be on a mission, 

without leaving the room, to find objects which 

matched the given criteria, such as ‘An object which 

is spherical’ or ‘an object which is very old’. The 

whole class even took part! There were some weird 

and wonderful items being brought to the camera, 

such as a giant plant, some coins from the 

nineteenth century, and a fossil! Everyone had a 

great time and there were lots of laughs to be heard 

reverberating round the houses of Wybers, 

reiterating that even though we are apart, we can 

still have fun together.  

 

 

Year 6 have been encouraging children to get away 

from their screens so that they can fully pull 

themselves away from working and look after 

themselves and their mental well-being. At home, 

children have taken full advantage of the 

mindfulness menu on offer with children taking long 

walks on the beach with their families, creating and 

playing their own board games, taking part in 

mindfulness karate, doing puzzles/lego, making mug 

cakes and much much more! In school, children have 

been taking part in yoga, meditation, baking, table 

tennis and had a very successful rap battle.  

KS2 Thrive Top tips for the home: 

Parents and carers can support and acknowledge children’s 

emerging values and morals and individual ways of doing 

things. Parents can teach children the significance of rules 

and regulations and support them to develop their 

negotiation skills. Children enjoy sharing their options and 

using their skills. 

We have put together some activities to support social and 

emotional development at through the arts, play and 

creativity.  

• Watch ‘Your Secret Treehouse’ for a guided 

meditation and session. 

• Write a kind note to your neighbour. 

• Play a boardgame with the people in your house. 

• Learn a new skill and teach it to everyone in your 

house – what is your new skill? 

• Find your favourite songs and all do karaoke. 

• Lie in the garden and see what shapes you can 

make with the clouds. 

• Think about some rules you can all have in your 

house.  
 

Top Tips: 

• Draw up a routine of what you are doing and 

when. 

• Keep cardboard boxes or clean recycling objects to 

use for arts later. 

•  The emphasis is to be alongside and have fun, 

even if they do not win 

• the game or things don’t quite go to plan 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 2 have embraced their Thrive opportunities in and 

outside the class, in school and at home. In school the 

children have done regular check ins: If you were an 

animal what type of animal would be? Giving reasons 

and relating their choice to how they feel. The children 

have also enjoyed lots of circle time activities 

developing listening and understanding of feelings and 

fabulous discussion about the feelings of the week for 

example: HAPPY and CALM. In school children have 

also enjoyed learning different board games and 

drama improvisation and descriptions alongside 

developing their creative Lego skills and mosaic pattern 

making and taking their pencil for a walk and colouring 

to music. Year 2 have also thoroughly enjoyed their 

Go-noodle dances, exercising and Cosmic Yoga 

sessions alongside developing the Class dream task jar 

– for after Covid times! The children have discussed 

how the Thrive activities have helped them to be 

calm and quiet but also helped them to develop 

their different motor skills. The children 

demonstrated some great concentration to 

complete it.  At home Year 2 children have also been 

embracing Thrive wow time as a family: baking cakes, 

developing craft skills, making art work, creating and 

colour pictures and taking mindful walks and bike 

rides. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EYFS have been doing lots of different mindfulness 

activities for Thrive. The children have been getting 

really creative, drawing, colouring and making 

pictures for people they love. They have also 

enjoyed doing lots of Cosmic Yoga and thinking 

about how they are feeling in their Jigsaw time. One 

of their favourite mindfulness activities was doing 

some yummy baking – they made their very own 

cupcakes! 

 

Year 1 have been listening to different types of 

music, ranging from classical to rock and roll! Each 

time they listened to a new piece of music they 

thought about how it made them feel and what it 

reminded them of. Paige said, “I loved listening to 

the mediation music! Rock and roll music made me 

feel grumpy!” They all really enjoyed this task – and 

cannot wait for their next weekly Thrive session! 

EYFS and KS1 Thrive Top Tips for the home: 

Children love being creative and adventurous especially 

when adults play alongside them. For children to become 

emotionally strong and healthy, they need safe challenges 

and new experiences. Here are some ideas of things you can 

do at home to support this important learning. Playing 

outside if possible, improves children’s physical and sensory 

development as well as their imaginations and it’s fun! Here 

are some creative activities that you can use with your child, 

aged up to 7 years. All the activities can be adapted to use 

the resources you have available to you. 

Make a den 

• Look for sticks and branches. 
• Find logs. 
• Hunt for interesting things to put in your den. 
Music festival 
• Form your own band. 
• Make your own instruments. 
• Listen to music and dance along with the actions.  
Junk modelling 
• Use your saved recycling rubbish to explore, create and 
experiment. 
• Use glue, sticky tape, string, paint, anything you like and let 
your imagination go wild! 
• Download ‘Junk Materials Challenge Cards’ for creative 
inspiration. 
Nature treasure hunts 
Go on a treasure hunt inside or outside the house. Collect 
anything interesting or unusual. For example, flowers, 
buttons, leaves and toys. 
• Bug hunts - how many different ones can you find? 
Let’s get moving 
• Take part in The Body Coach’s daily PE lesson on YouTube. 
• Create an obstacle course from items around the house, 
that includes balancing, crawling, stretching, throwing and 
catching. 
• Do physical activities in an outdoor space. 
Cooking 
• Share the preparation for a simple meal. 
• Peel and chop fruit and vegetables. 
• Make a sandwich with a choice of fillings. 
• Experiment with different flavours and textures. 
Gardening 

• Sow some seeds. 

• Do some weeding or tidy your outdoor space. 

• Look for bugs! 

• Water your house plants. 

Top Tips: 

• Allow children to play freely while you follow their 

lead, keep them safe and enjoy the experience 

alongside them. 

• Encourage your child to be as adventurous and 

creative as possible, perhaps by role modelling the 

activity yourself first. 

• Physical activity supports children by allowing 

thinking skills to develop. 


